Why is it important to sign this European
Citizens’ Initiative?
5G and the Internet of Things affects
• the life of humans, animals and plants
• the environment as a whole
• our privacy, security and freedom
• Ask the EU for protective regulations.

• Limit radiation • Combat surveillance
• Protect the environment
www.SignStop5G.eu

Stop 5G and the Internet of Things.
Sign our European Citizens’ Initiative:

Stay connected
but protected

We first need the EU to make protective laws!
Put a hold on 5G and the Internet of Things.
What is an ECI?
An ECI is a European Citizens’ Initiative. This official
tool is provided by the EU for EU - citizens who want to
propose new laws to the European Union. The initiative
must be supported by a signature collection among
EU citizens.
What can we achieve with an ECI? If we are successful,
the European Commission and the European Parliament
will be obliged to address our demands. Help us to
reach this important goal.
How does an ECI succeed? Within a year we need to
gather 1 million signatures within the EU.
What can you do? To make our ECI successful, ask others
to sign as well. It is important to get broad support
from many different organizations and groups. On our
website there is also a form for collection of hand
written signatures, which can be printed out by you.
Please sign and share. Every vote counts!

A European Citizens’ Initiative
www.SignStop5G.eu

Stop 5G - Stay connected but protected

Officially registered by the EU in October 2021
For more information about this ECI, further explanation
and details of our demands, go to www.SignStop5G.eu

Europeans for Safe Connections

Stop 5G - Stay connected but protected is an initiative
consisting of private people from 25 EU countries.
We are pro safe technology and pro safe connections!
Questions? Please email Europeans for Safe Connections
stop5Geci@protonmail.com

For donations, please check our website for the
appropriate account number for you

Wireless radiation is neither safe nor healthy. 5G can
harm our health, environment and privacy. Therefore,
Stop 5G - Stay connected but protected asks the EU to
make better regulations that will protect all of us.
5G is not just the next generation of communication
technology for our smartphones. It also facilitates a
world changing development: The Internet of Things
(IoT) that will be everywhere.
With an electronic chip everything can get wirelessly
connected to the internet, from cars to nappies and
lightbulbs, and will send 24/7 information.
Environmental damage, disease, loss of privacy. There
are many reasons to put a hold on 5G. That is why
we need you to sign this ECI to support the making of
better and more protective regulations.
www.SignStop5G.eu

Sign this ECI here:

www.SignStop5G.eu

5G affects all forms of life

5G affects the environment

5G, privacy, security and freedom

Studies show that 5G can harm the health of humans,
animals and plants far below the exposure limits.

5G and the IoT will lead to large-scale increase of energy use,
pollution and mining. This affects habitats and biodiversity.

The network that connects everybody and everything will
infringe upon our privacy, security, and freedom.

• The European Commission has not conducted studies on
the health risks of 5G before rolling out.

• Telecom itself estimated 5G could account for 20% of the
world’s total electricity consumption by 2025.

• Many scientists find serious adverse effects from the
radiation of current wireless technologies, far below the
exposure limits. They warn about 5G.

• With 5G the amount of connected electronic devices,
antennas and satellites will explode.

• 5G enables massive data collection by countless
smart appliances. Our data are being sold and used to
influence us.
• 5G enables observation with these devices. This will
increase the possibilities for surveillance.

• With 5G and the Internet of Things (IoT) the radiation
levels will rise everywhere.

• The toxic e-waste of huge amounts of short-lived non-
recyclable devices and pollution from the production itself
will have a devastating environmental impact.

• 5G uses unknown technology (e.g. beamforming),
and new frequencies (e.g. 26 GHz). Health risks can be
expected and need a precautionary approach.

• The immensely large need for rare resources leads to
polluting mining and the destruction of habitats. The
mining is often accompanied by corruption and violence.

• Insurance companies refuse to insure the telecom
companies against radiation related health claims:
They know the risks.

• Thousands of 5G satellites are being launched into space
and will increase pollution and space junk. The unprotec
ted space is not considered as environment.

• The introduction of Smart cities, buildings and devices
promises comfort and security, but costs our privacy,
safety and freedom.

Current exposure limits provide insufficient protection
— especially for vulnerable people, animals, pollinating
insects and plants.

Manufacturers of electronic devices are not forced by law to
design ecofriendly. The telecom companies are not obliged to
assess the environmental impact of 5G.

With a fully deployed 5G and an active Internet of Things,
the current laws do not protect our privacy, security and
freedom.

Therefore, we want the EU to:
Enact regulations to protect all forms of life from radio
frequency and microwave radiation.

Therefore, we want the EU to:
Enact stronger regulations to protect the environment from
all the impacts of 5G and digitalization.

Therefore, we want the EU to:
Enact effective data protection to safeguard our privacy,
security and freedom.

• Decisions will increasingly be taken for and about us
by artificial intelligence, with no room for individual
corrections. Violations of rights can be expected.
• The risk of cybercrime, data leaks, theft, resale and
misuse of artificial intelligence will increase.

